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Executive Summary

The government of Bangladesh is using proceedings 

before the Supreme Court of Bangladesh to prevent the 

Accord on Fire and Building Safety from operating, 

thereby putting workers’ safety at risk. A ruling 

on 7 April 2019 in Bangladesh’s Appellate Court 

FRXOG� UHTXLUH� WKH� $FFRUG� WR� FORVH� LWV� 'KDND� R൶FH�
and operations without taking into account whether 

national agencies would be ready to take up the work. 

7KH� JRYHUQPHQW¶V� MXVWL¿FDWLRQ� IRU� WU\LQJ� WR� HQG� WKH�
Accord’s work depends entirely on its claim that the 

government is ready to assume responsibility for the 

1,688 factories under the Accord’s purview, but our 

research shows a shocking level of unreadiness. In 

SDUWLFXODU��ZH�¿QG�WKDW��
• The two government-run databases intended 

to provide information on the remediation of 

garment factories are inconsistent and fail to 

provide information on follow-up inspections.

• Each of the 745 factories under the 

government’s inspection programme has yet to 

eliminate high risk safety hazards, all of which 

ZHUH� LGHQWL¿HG� EHWZHHQ� WKUHH� DQG� ¿YH� \HDUV�
ago. High risk hazards include, for example, 

ORFNDEOH�H[LW�ZD\V�ZKLFK��LQ�WKH�HYHQW�RI�D�¿UH��
could leave workers trapped inside. Many high 

risk hazards should -- and could -- have been 

HOLPLQDWHG�LPPHGLDWHO\�DIWHU�EHLQJ�LGHQWL¿HG��
• The government has the power to shut down 

factories that are deemed so dangerous that 

workers’ immediate safety is at risk. As is 

widely recognized, had the government utilized 

this power when cracks at Rana Plaza were 

LGHQWL¿HG�WR�WKHP�MXVW�GD\V�EHIRUH�WKH�FROODSVH�
in 2013, thousands of lives would have been 

VDYHG��7KH�$FFRUG�LGHQWL¿HG�����VXFK�FULWLFDOO\�
unsafe factories, which it subsequently 

terminated from its inspection program. Today, 

half of these same facilities remain open under 

the government’s inspection program. There is 

no indication in the government’s own records 

that any safety improvements have been made 

to these factories.

• The government claims to have received 18 

complaints through its complaint mechanism 

since 2013. The Accord, on the other hand, 

received 1,152 complaints in that same time 

SHULRG��7KH�VWDUN�GL൵HUHQFH�LQ�WKH�XVH�RI�HDFK�
complaint mechanism could be attributed, in 

part, to the fact that the government does not 

JXDUDQWHH� ZRUNHUV� DQRQ\PLW\� ZKHQ� WKH\� ¿OH�
complaints through its mechanism.

• In multiple public forums, the government 

has stated that 29% of all required renovations 

at the factories under its purview have been 

completed. A closer look at the government’s 

own data proves that this is a gross overstatement 

of the facts. 346 of the 400 factories (for 

which there is available information) have 

completed less than 20% of all required safety 

renovations. Only two factories have completed 

between 21 and 40% of remediation. There is 

no information on the remaining 52 factories 

under the government’s purview. By contrast, 

89% of renovations required at all factories 

covered by the Accord have been completed. 

Both the brand and labour signatories of the 2018 

Transition Accord are committed to transfer the 

inspection and remediation work once a credible 

national regulatory agency is in place. Currently, 

The Accord has been instrumental in 
radically improving the safety of garment 
factories in Bangladesh since it was 
established in the wake of the Rana 
Plaza factory collapse of April 24, 2013 
that claimed over a thousand lives. The 
&HHTWI�MFX�NIJSYNąJI�RTWJ�YMFS���������
ąWJ�� GZNQINSL�� FSI� JQJHYWNHFQ� MF_FWIX�
FSI� ��
� MF[J� GJJS� WJHYNąJI�� 4[JW� ����
million workers have participated in the 
Accord’s safety trainings. Despite this 
progress, dangers remain and workers’ 
QN[JX�FWJ� XYNQQ� FY� WNXP��4[JW����UJWHJSY�TK�
YMJ�KFHYTWNJX�XYNQQ�QFHP�FIJVZFYJ�ąWJ�FQFWR�
and detection systems and 40 percent are 
still completing structural renovations. 

The original 2013-2018 Accord had 222 
company signatories. The renewed 
agreement, formally called the 2018 
Transition Accord, has 192 company 
signatories and was founded as a three-
year agreement from June 2018 to June 
������ YT� HFWW^� KTW\FWI� YMJ� \TWP� TS� ąWJ�
and building safety in Bangladesh’s 
ready-made-garment sector until the 
government of Bangladesh is ready to 
assume the program’s responsibilities.
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international stakeholders across the board agree 

that Bangladesh’s national inspection agencies do 

not yet meet the expected standard when it comes 

to transparency, monitoring, or enforcement. The 

government’s inspection agencies lag far behind in 

completing the remediation work at garment factories 

producing for non-Accord brands, or for the domestic 

market. The government of Bangladesh, however, is 

asserting that its inspection bodies are ready to take 

over the work and the Accord is no longer needed and 

is pushing for a swift transfer of not only the inspection 

and remediation work, but also of the safety complaints 

process and the safety training programmes carried out 

by the Accord and has refused to discuss a conditional 

process based on an evaluation of readiness criteria.

The Bangladesh government’s inspection bodies

After the outcry following the Rana Plaza collapse of 

April 2013 made addressing the notoriously unsafe 

garment factories in Bangladesh unavoidable, three 

initiatives pledged to make factories safe. Trade unions, 

NGOs, and apparel brands and retailers from all over 

the world established the Accord on Fire and Building 

Safety in Bangladesh; a group of North American 

companies created the Alliance for Bangladesh 

Worker Safety; and the remaining export-oriented 

ready-made-garment (RMG) factories were covered 

by the “National Initiative” with technical assistance 

of the ILO. The National Initiative completed initial 

inspections of all of the factories under its purview in 

December 2015 and then planned to shift its attention 

to remediation.

Inspecting the National Initiative factories is a task 

of the Department of Inspections for Factories 

and Establishments (DIFE) under the Ministry of 

Labour and Employment, which employs engineers 

as well as an Inspector General. In May 2017, 

the Remediation Coordination Cell (RCC) was 

established by the government of Bangladesh and 

the employers’ associations (BGMEA and BKMEA), 

with technical support of the ILO, and funding from 

the UK, Canada, and the Netherlands. The RCC is 

responsible for “managing the remediation process 

for the National Initiative Factories”.1 It brings 

together DIFE and other agencies responsible for 

safety such as the RajuK (building inspections), 

the Fire Service and Civil Defence Department, and 

WKH� 2൶FH� RI� WKH� (OHFWULFDO� $GYLVRU� DQG� WKH� &KLHI�
Electrical Inspector. The RCC is a temporary entity 

that is supposed to ultimately evolve into a stand-

alone “one stop shop” – an industrial safety unit that 

FDQ�RYHUVHH�WKH�HQWLUH�VHFWRU�RQFH�WKH�¿QDQFLDO�VXSSRUW�
and the support from the Accord and Alliance ends.2

The Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety concluded 

its activity in December 2018. It announced a follow-

up initiative meant to continue worker trainings and 

a worker helpline, and transferred the monitoring of 

the factories formerly under its purview to DIFE.3 The 

Bangladesh Accord announced in 2017 that it would 

continue its work as a Transition Accord until 2021, or 

until the RCC is judged to have met a set of “rigorous 

readiness conditions”.4

It is critical that the RCC’s readiness be evaluated 

against two goals: the completion of National Initiative 

factories’ remediation and its ability to function as an 

LQGXVWULDO� VDIHW\� XQLW� IRU� WKH� HQWLUH� VHFWRU�� 7KH� ¿UVW�
aspect, completion of remediation, can be assessed 

against the initial inspection reports, in the same way 

as the Accord assesses this. For the second aspect, the 

Ministry of Labour and Employment (MoLE) and the 

ILO have agreed on a set of six indicators to determine 

“readiness” of the RCC.5 

The RCC has not been tasked to work on the following:

9\T�WJHJSY�ąWJX��TSJ�NS�YMJ�(MF\PGF_FW�
district on 20 February and the other in 
the Anzir Apparels factory on 4 March, 
are both recent examples showing 
that the national inspection bodies are 
not yet living up to their promises. The 
(MF\PGF_FW� ąWJ� \FX� J]FHJWGFYJI� G^�
illegally-stored and highly-combustible 
chemicals in the buildings. The dangers 
of storing chemicals in residential areas 
has been widely acknowledged since 
F� ąWJ� NS� ����� PNQQJI� ���� UJTUQJ�� ^JY�
government commitments to relocate 
chemical factories were not met.� 
9MJ� &S_NW� &UUFWJQX� ąWJ� THHZWWJI� NS� F�
garment factory that was supposed to be 
inspected by the same inspection bodies 
slated to take on the Accord-covered 
factories. But although the factory’s 
safety defects had been known for years, 
as well as the factory owners’ reluctance 
to conduct repairs, the factory continued 
to operate.8
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x� Inspection of boilers. This fell outside of the 

standard that was jointly agreed by the Accord, 

the Alliance, and the National Initiative in 

2013, against which all initial inspections were 

conducted. None of the RMG factories have had 

their boilers inspected as part of any of the three 

programmes. Bangladesh has a separate boiler 

inspection department and a Chief Inspector of 

Boilers, which is not part of the RCC.

x� Inspection of textile factories engaged in other 

processes than cut, make, and trim of ready-

made-garments such as spinning mills, dying 

factories, home textile production, etc. 

x� Inspection of factories located in the Economic 
Processing Zones (EPZs). These factories fall 

under the Bangladesh Export Processing Zones 

Authority (BEPZA) and the Chittagong Export 

Processing Zones Authority (CEPZA), neither 

of which are part of the RCC.

x� Worker safety training or support for the 
establishment of worker safety committees.

x� Worker safety complaints mechanisms or 
follow-up to worker safety complaints.  

In contrast, under the 2018 Transition Accord, 

provisions have been made to start inspection of 

boilers and to expand to related industries including 

textile production. Indeed, during a pilot programme, 

the Accord found safety defects in all 35 inspected 

boilers, and 19 of them to be inadequate or defective.6 

Both the original 2013 Accord and the 2018 Transition 

Accord cover EPZ factories and have extensive worker 

training and complaints programmes as an integral part 

of safety.  
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A common structural hazard found in garment 
factories: improper storage of heavy materials 

puts too much stress on building columns.



Remediation Coordination Cell Indicators
&X�5WT[NIJI�G^�2NSNXYW^�TK�1FGTW�FSI�*RUQT^RJSY�FSI�YMJ�.SYJWSFYNTSFQ�1FGTZW�4WLFSN_FYNTS

30-31 August 2018 Workshop on RCC Governance and Future of Industrial Safety Unit

1.  A governance body established with strong and functioning supporting committees for 
7((�RFSFLJRJSY�FSI�TUJWFYNTSX
 a) An active national monitoring committee is established

����9MJ�7((�NX�KZQQ^�WJXTZWHJI
� F��7((�'ZILJY�XJHZWJI
� G��&IJVZFYJ�7((�8YFKK�WJHWZNYJI
� H��7((�+FHNQNYNJX�TUJWFYNTSFQ

����7JRJINFYNTS�(TTWINSFYNTS�(JQQ�KZQQ^�KZSHYNTSNSL�FSI�T[JWXJJNSL�WJRJINFYNTS�TK�3FYNTSFQ�
Initiative factories
� F��&IJVZFYJ�IJUQT^RJSY�TK�7((�TKąHNFQX
� G��4UJWFYNTSX�5QFS�J]JHZYJI�WJHTWIX�TK�KWJVZJSH^�TK�[NXNYX �(&5�[JWNąHFYNTS�WJUTWYX ��
� �����7((�VZFWYJWQ^�WJUTWYNSL �HTRUQNFSHJ�XYFYZX�WJUTWY�TK�KFHYTWNJX��JYH��
� H��8YFYNXYNHX�RFIJ�F[FNQFGQJ�TS�WJRJINFYNTS�UWTLWJXX
� I��5WTYTHTQX��LZNIFSHJ�RFSZFQX��FSI�845X�JXYFGQNXMJI�KTW�7((�TUJWFYNTSX
 e) GoB enforcement mechanisms for non-remediation in place with proven track   
����� ����WJHTWI�TK�FUUQ^NSL�UJSFQYNJX�KTW�STS�HTRUQNFSHJ��NSHQZINSL�ąSJX�FSI�XMZYIT\SX
� K��8ZXYFNSJI�QTHFQ�UWTHJXXJX�TK�RTSNYTWNSL�XFKJY^�NS�YMJ�72,�NSIZXYW^

����9WFSXUFWJSY�LT[JWSFSHJ�XYWZHYZWJ�FSI�IJHNXNTS�RFPNSL�TS�(&5�HTSYJSY��(&5�UWTLWJXX�FSI�
factory compliance
� F��7((�YWFHPNSL�RTIZQJX�TUJWFYNTSFQ
 b) Public database is available
 c) Minutes of meetings made available

����(FUFHNY^�TK�7((�RFSFLJRJSY�XYFKK�YT�KZQąQ�7((�YFXPX
 a) Training needs assessment accomplished
 b) Training delivered
 c) Training assessment reports made available
 d) Quarterly and annual training requirements developed and implemented
� J��1JXXTS�5QFSX�IJ[JQTUJI�TS�XUJHNąH�YTUNHX
� K��(FIWJ�TK�YWFNSJWX�F[FNQFGQJ
� L��4S�YMJ�/TG�YWFNSNSL�UWT[NIJI�YT�LT[JWSRJSY�NSXUJHYTWX

6.  Proportion of all RMG export factories provided effective registration, licensing and 
monitoring services
 a) Data available on registration, licensing, and services provided

����)NLNYFQN_JI�TSJ�XYTU�XMTU�UWTUTXFQ�FSI�GZXNSJXX�UWTHJXXJX�WJHTLSNXJI�FSI�FLWJJI�G^�FQQ�
relevant ministries for future registration, licensing and monitoring services
� F��7JHTWIX�TK�FLWJJRJSYX�RNSZYJX�TK�RJJYNSLX�F[FNQFGQJ
� G��(TRRNYRJSYX�YT�FLWJJRJSYX�FWJ�JKKJHYN[JQ^�MTSTWJI�FSI�NRUQJRJSYJI

����,T'�+NSFSHNFQ�UQFS�KTW���^JFWX�NS�UQFHJ�YT�JSXZWJ�XZXYFNSFGNQNY^�TK�UTXY�7((�TUJWFYNTSX�\NYM�
national budget secured
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Current status of RCC and DIFE

A September 2018 report by the Bangladesh 

Sustainability Compact9 – a cooperation between 

Bangladesh, the European Union, the United States, 

Canada, and the International Labour Organization in 

order to improve conditions in the garment industry – 

concluded that:

x� ',)(� KDG� LQVX൶FLHQWO\� IROORZHG� XS� RQ� LWV�
commitment to make its inspection and 

remediation process transparent and reports 

publicly available. While it has published 

the initial inspection reports, the information 

regarding remediation was outdated and 

incomplete.10

x� The RCC had worked on an escalation protocol 

to enforce inspection and remediation among 

uncooperative factories, but the protocol is not 

yet in force.11

x� Nearly all of the 300 Corrective Action Plans 

that DIFE received on the basis of the initial 

inspections contained mistakes and only 

¿YH� ZHUH� DSSURYHG�� 'HVSLWH� WKH� DEVHQFH� RI�
credible Corrective Action Plans (CAPs), DIFE 

nevertheless reported a remediation percentage 

of 29%.12

Our follow-up research, which intended to identify if 

any progress was made in the six months since this 

UHSRUW�� ¿QGV� WKDW� ',)(� DQG� 5&&� KDYH� DFWHG� RQ� WKH�
report’s remark that they were lacking in transparency. 

With the support of their international funders, the UK, 

Canada, and the Netherlands, the RCC and DIFE have 

now launched extensive websites. The DIFE now has 

two databases with inspection reports available: one on 

the RCC/DIFE website and another called the Labour 

Inspection Management Application (LIMA). 

Rather than providing useful insights into the status 

of factory inspections in Bangladesh, these competing 

databases only add confusion. The RCC/DIFE database 

contains only summaries of the inspection reports of 

National Initiative, Alliance, and Accord factories. 

It has a total of 2961 factories listed, 745 of which it 

LGHQWL¿HV�DV�IDFWRULHV�FRYHUHG�E\�WKH�1DWLRQDO�,QLWLDWLYH��
The RCC/DIFE database has not uploaded any follow-

up inspection reports or Corrective Action Plan (CAP) 

progress rate reports for any of their factories. 13 The 

LIMA/DIFE database does have complete initial 

inspection reports - but only for 577 garment factories. 

This database still lacks any published follow-up 

inspection reports or updated CAPs.14

The latest version of the RCC escalation protocol 

available is dated 18 February 2019. This document, 

however, has only draft status and is thus still far from 

being actively enforced.15 The protocol grants undue 

SRZHU� WR�HPSOR\HUV¶�RUJDQL]DWLRQV�DQG� ODFNV�VSHFL¿F�
timelines. 

9MJ�7((�).+*�IFYFGFXJ�MFX�
not uploaded any follow-up 

NSXUJHYNTS�WJUTWYX�TW�(TWWJHYN[J�
&HYNTS�5QFS�(&5��UWTLWJXX�WFYJ�
reports for any of their factories.

5

A safe evacuation drill led by 
a factory safety committee, 
under Accord programming.



The LIMA/DIFE database for some factories tracks 

the number of the remediated items completed. These 

boxes provide only the number of items supposedly 

remediated without any further information, and show 

much higher numbers for factories that previously 

enjoyed Accord-coverage than for National Initiative 

factories.16 Since the agency has failed to publish 

follow-up inspection reports, this information can not 

EH�YHUL¿HG��

The LIMA/DIFE database for some factories tracks 

the number of the remediated items completed. These 

boxes provide only the number of items supposedly 

remediated without any further information, and show 

much higher numbers for factories that previously 

enjoyed Accord-coverage than for National Initiative 

factories.17 Since the agency has failed to publish 

follow-up inspection reports, this information can not 

EH�YHUL¿HG��

The “remediation status” section of the LIMA/DIFE 

website lists tries to give an overview of how far 

along factories are in their remediation progress. The 

overview, however, only lists 400 factories spread over 

four regions, of which 346 have 0-20% of their safety 

issues remediated and two are at 21-40% remediation. 

7KH�UHPDLQLQJ����IDFWRULHV�DSSHDU�WR�KDYH�GURSSHG�R൵�
the radar.18 Taken together, these numbers amount to 

far lower rates than the overall remediation average of 

29% mentioned in the Compact report of September 

201819 or than the  remediation rates between 31 

and 37% mentioned by the RCC in its January 2019 

update.20

For all of the 745 National Initiative factories, the 

RULJLQDO�GHDGOLQHV�KDYH�H[SLUHG�E\�WKUHH�WR�¿YH�\HDUV�� 
These overdue action items include extremely high risk 

hazards (that must be addressed within two weeks), 

and hazards where the factories’ ability to operate was 

Remediation statistics

The RCC/DIFE database states that, of the 745 National 

Initiative factories that it lists as undergoing follow-up 

by DIFE, the progress rate of the Corrective Action 

Plans as of October 2018 is as follows:

x� 220 factories have remediated more than 50% 

RI�WKH�QRQFRPSOLDQFH�LWHPV�LGHQWL¿HG�LQ�&$3V�
x� Only 198 factories have submitted Detailed 

Engineering Assessments (DEAs) to DIFE, of 

which 156 DEAs have been checked by the 

Task Force, which provided recommendations 

on them; and

x� The remediation rate of noncompliance items 

in all covered CAPs is 36% for structural 

safety, 37% for electrical safety, and 31% for 

¿UH�VDIHW\�51

These remediation rates come from reports submitted 

to DIFE by individual factories; however, it’s important 

to remember that the Bangladesh Sustainability 

Compact review reported concerns about the quality 

of these reports.52 Therefore actual remediation rates 

FRXOG�GL൵HU�IURP�WKRVH�UHSRUWHG��7KHUH�LV�QR�UHFRUG�RI�
any follow-up on the DEA report recommendations, 

nor are any of the DEAs publicly available.  
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There is no record of any follow-
up on the Detailed Engineering 

&XXJXXRJSY�)*&��WJUTWY�
recommendations, nor are any 
of the DEAs publicly available.



conditional on their immediate remediation. The First 

Line Apparels Ltd factory in Chittagong, for example, 

was found to have highly stressed columns requiring 

immediate action in July 2015.21 That item, as with all 

items this factory needed to address (such as exposed 

HOHFWULFDO� ZLULQJ� WKDW� QHHGHG� WR� EH� ¿[HG� ZLWKLQ� D�
week’s time22) is currently marked as “not started” in 

the LIMA/DIFE database.23 

More inconsistencies

To be sure, it is a step in the right direction that DIFE 

now maintains two extensive websites where the agency 

promises more transparency about its operations. 

However, so far the inaccurate and contradictory 

databases add confusion rather than clarity. There 

are a number of glaring inconsistencies between the 

two websites, as well as in comparison to numbers 

reported by the Accord and other reputable entities. A 

few examples:

x� The number of National Initiative factories
It is worrisome that National Initiative factories, 

which should be under special scrutiny of 

',)(�� FDQ� VR� HDVLO\� GLVDSSHDU� R൵� WKH� FKDUWV��
With RCC/DIFE listing 745 factories and 

LIMA/DIFE identifying only 558, it appears 

that 187 factories with known safety issues 

GURSSHG� R൵� WKH� UDGDU�� 7KH� QXPEHUV� GURS� R൵�
even further when it comes to the remediation 

status overview, where the LIMA/DIFE 

database only mentions 400 factories, of which 

52 factories have not been given a status at all.

x� Safety committees
The LIMA/DIFE website names no safety 

committees among the 29,492 factories (of 

which 5,104 are garment factories) that they 

are responsible for monitoring.24   On the other 

hand, the Accord lists 336 safety committees in 

its 1,688 factories, and twice as many more in 

development.25 The assertion by DIFE that there 

are no safety committees in any of the factories 

it covers seems hard to believe. Already in the 

100 Accord factories that were handed over to 

DIFE in the second half of 2018, 30 factories 

have completed the Accord safety committee 

training programme and 41 factories more have 

started the training programme. It seems highly 

unlikely that these factories would not have 

any safety committees. 

x� Accident reports
The LIMA/DIFE website lists no accident 

reports since the Rana Plaza collapse.26 An 

overview of factory incidents maintained by 

the Solidarity Center, based on Bangladeshi 

media reports, lists 49 accidents in garment 

factories and spinning mills that caused injuries 

or deaths since April 2013.27

Factories previously terminated by Accord and 
Alliance

2Q���0DUFK�������D�¿UH�EURNH�RXW�LQ�WKH�$Q]LU�$SSDUHOV�
Ltd factory in Baipail, Ashulia, on the outskirts of 

Dhaka. Anzir Apparels (Unit 1) was inspected by 

the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety in 2014. 

6DIHW\�LVVXHV�LGHQWL¿HG�LQFOXGHG�D�ODFN�RI�DQ�DGHTXDWH�
¿UH� DODUP� V\VWHP�� ¿UH�¿JKWLQJ� HTXLSPHQW�� DQG� VDIH�
emergency exits. When the factory failed to make 

adequate remediation progress, the Alliance removed 

it from the programme and required signatory brands 

to stop sourcing from there. The factory closed in 
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March 2016,28 but subsequently reopened and started 

producing again. DIFE registered the factory’s 

resumed activity, listing it as “in operation” on its 

website and showing a summary of the initial damning 

inspection report by the Alliance, but without further 

documentation of action to address the known safety 

defects.29

This case is the tip of the iceberg of an existing 

problem. The Accord and the Alliance have never had 

the authority to close a factory; the authority to close 

a factory belongs exclusively to the government.30 

When they terminate a factory from their lists due 

to severe safety violations or the owner’s refusal to 

make the required renovations, none of the signatory 

brands are allowed to continue production. But a 

factory owner can avoid factory closure by switching 

to non-signatory brands and can continue operating 

despite glaring safety hazards. The LIMA database 

lists several factories that were deemed too dangerous 

for Accord and Alliance brands to operate in, but are 

VWLOO�DFWLYH��7KH�$Q]LU�$SSDUHOV�¿UH�LV�D�FDVH�LQ�SRLQW�
of the potential consequences when the government 

allows these factories to continue operations without 

implementing the necessary safety renovations. 

Two factories, Quality Fashion Wear Limited and 

Masco Printing & Emb. Ltd, that are listed in LIMA 

as “Alliance denied” were for example suspended 

for respectively “failure to provide evidence of 

remediation; failure to submit design documents” and 

“failure to make adequate remediation progress”. Both 

factories are registered as open on the LIMA/DIFE 

website and there still have all remediation items listed 

as “not started”. This means that factories that are 

known to be unsafe not only continue to operate, but 

can continue seemingly without inspections or serious 

H൵RUWV�WR�UHPHGLDWH�31  

 
A cross-check between the Accord and LIMA/DIFE 

databases shows that there are many more factories in 

this category that are not recognizable by a special label 

on the LIMA/DIFE website. Out of 120 factories that 

the Accord indicated as ineligible since 2013, 57 are 

mentioned on the LIMA/DIFE website as in operation.  

8
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TS�YMJ�1.2&�).+*�\JGXNYJ�FX�NS�
operation. 

Workers in an Accord 
safety training



These are factories that were judged ineligible for 

failing to implement life-saving remediations after 

lengthy exchanges with the Accord. 

The All Weather Fashions factory, for example, was 

removed from the Accord programme in May 2016 for 

SURWUDFWHG�IDLOXUH�WR�HQVXUH�VDIH�¿UH�H[LWV�WKURXJK�ZKLFK�
workers would be able to escape in case of emergency. 

Only weeks after this suspension, a worker complained 

to the Accord about serious structural issues in the 

building. The Accord contacted DIFE, to which the 

factory had been handed over, but it remains unclear 

what happened with the complaint. Although the 

RCC/DIFE seems to have recognized that this factory 

had serious safety issues, recommending immediate 

suspension of activity in the building and closure of 

DW�OHDVW�IRXU�ÀRRUV�� LW� LV� LPSRVVLEOH�WR�DVVHVV�ZKHWKHU�
any of these actions actually took place. The factory 

is still listed as in operation; therefore, 680 workers 

may be risking their lives every day when they arrive 

at work.32  

Another example of a factory that remains in operation 

despite serious and unaddressed safety issues is Lumen 

Textile Mills. The factory owners refused to make 

sure the workers were properly protected and able to 

OHDYH�WKH�EXLOGLQJ�VDIHO\�LQ�FDVH�RI�D�¿UH��HYHQ�IDLOLQJ�
to ensure no products were stored in exits routes and 

on the stairs.33 After the Accord terminated Lumen 

Textile Mills, the RCC/DIFE took over responsibility 

for the factory and did its own assessment, listing the 

factory as in operation. The assessment stated that no 

recommendations for corrective action could be made 

as the Accord CAP, a document that can easily be found 

on the Accord website, was “unavailable”.34  

Factories handed over by the Alliance and the 
Accord

The Alliance ceased operations in Bangladesh in 

December 2018, meaning that the 654 factories under 

its purview were handed over to DIFE.35 The RCC/

DIFE website only lists 501 factories that formerly 

belonged to the Alliance, whereas the LIMA/DIFE 

does not single out former Alliance factories as a 

VSHFL¿F�FDWHJRU\�DW�DOO�36

The Accord has, as part of the transition process, 

handed over 100 factories with a 100% remediation rate 

between October and December 2018.37 The LIMA/

',)(�ZHEVLWH�OLVWV����IDFWRULHV�KDQGHG�RYHU�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�
batch and 61 in the second. The remaining 27 factories 

VKRXOG�QRW�EH�DOORZHG� WR�GLVDSSHDU�R൵� WKH� UDGDU� DQG�
should be accounted for.38 The status of the factories that 

DUH�PHQWLRQHG�LQ�WKH�',)(�GDWDEDVHV�DOVR�GL൵HU�D�ORW��
some are showing without uploaded original inspection 

reports, some have the Accord/Alliance original 

inspection reports, and some have new and updated 

inspection reports. The inconsistencies between the 

two databases are also visible here, resulting in the fact 

that some factories are only mentioned on one of the 

two websites.

Complaints mechanism

Managing and administering a complaints mechanism 

LV�R൶FLDOO\�QRW�SDUW�RI�WKH�5&&�PDQGDWH��7KH�/,0$�
DIFE website, however, contains complaint forms 

and even a complaint submission app. A search in the 

database nevertheless yields no recorded complaints 

for 2018.39 In comparison, the Bangladesh Accord 

reports over 660 complaints for the same year.40 Since 

the formation of the Accord, the DIFE website only 

lists 18 complaints41 whereas the Accord lists 1,152.42 

The Accord has repeatedly referred complainants from 

non-Accord factories or addressing non-OHS-related 

topics to the DIFE by giving them the contact details of 

the agency - this happened thirty times over the second 

half of 2018 alone.43 Several of these complainants 

may have called DIFE, but no information about these 

cases can be found on complaints page of the DIFE 

website. 

7KH�PRVW�JODULQJ�ÀDZ�LQ�WKH�JRYHUQPHQW¶V�FRPSODLQW�
mechanism is that it does not allow for anonymous 

FRPSODLQWV���7R�¿OH�D�FRPSODLQW��WKH�ZRUNHU�PXVW�HQWHU�
WKHLU�QDPH�DQG�HPSOR\HH� LGHQWL¿FDWLRQ�QXPEHU�±� IRU�
many an insurmountable barrier in a country in which 

workers’ right to freedom of association is constantly 

under threat. It is a stark contrast with, and thus 

QR� VXEVWLWXWH� IRU�� WKH� FRQ¿GHQWLDO�� ZRUNHU�WR�EUDQG�
complaints mechanism maintained by the Accord.
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9MJ�RTXY�LQFWNSL�ĆF\�NS�YMJ�
government’s complaint 

mechanism is that it does not 
allow for anonymous complaints. 

http://rcc.dife.gov.bd/images/summary-reports/LUMEN_TEXTILE_MILLS_LTD..pdf


Another test-case for national inspection 
capacity: boiler inspections

Bangladesh’s garment industry has a long history of 

ERLOHU� H[SORVLRQV� DQG� ¿UHV� RULJLQDWLQJ� IURP� XQVDIH�
boilers. Nevertheless, inspection of boilers was 

excluded from the mandate of the Accord and left to 

the government of Bangladesh’s inspection agencies. 

These inspection agencies have only eight boiler 

inspectors to cover not only the thousands of garment 

factories, but all factories across all industries. This 

limited capacity means inspectors often do no more than 

review paper registrations and neglect proper physical 

inspection and testing of boilers.  The consequences of 

this approach became clear in July 2017, when a boiler 

exploded in the Multifabs factory, killing 13 workers 

and injuring 20.44

In response, the Accord agreed to run a pilot study on 

boiler safety. During the study, the inspectors sent by 

the Accord noticed that factory owners were used to 

the minimal inspection capacity of Bangladesh’s eight 

inspectors, which made some of them reluctant to 

WXUQ�R൵� WKHLU� ERLOHUV� LQ�RUGHU� WR� DOORZ� WKH� LQVSHFWRUV�
to run tests. During the pilot engineers inspected 35 

boilers in 17 factories. All 35 boilers contained safety 

defects and required remediation. In four cases, the 

engineers found urgent safety issues that needed to 

be repaired before the boiler could be turned back on. 

)LYH�ERLOHUV�WXUQHG�RXW�WR�EH�SURGXFHG�E\�DQ�XQFHUWL¿HG�
manufacturer, meaning the associated paperwork was 

illegitimate. Other detected failures included a lack 

of air and gas pressure monitoring systems, faulty 

electrical wiring, and the use of inadequate feed water 

pumps. The Accord will continue to cooperate with 

Bangladesh’s Chief Inspector of Boilers to address the 

issue of boiler safety in Accord-covered factories. The 

many challenges met during the pilot show that creating 

a well-functioning boiler inspection programme is a 

time- and labour-intensive process.45

Other stakeholders’ views

Stakeholders from international institutions, foreign 

governments, labour unions, and brands unanimously 

agree that the government of Bangladesh’s inspection 

bodies are not yet ready to assume the Accord’s 

responsibilities. The International Labour Organization 

has declared that the RCC “in the ILO’s view is at the 

early stages of its development” and “requires more 

WLPH� WR� GHYHORS� WKH� FDSDFLW\� WR� VXSSRUW� VLJQL¿FDQW�
numbers of additional factories”.46

$P\�0F*DQQ�� D� )RUHLJQ�$൵DLUV� 2൶FHU� DW� WKH�8�6��
State Department, declared in June 2018 during a high 

OHYHO�PHHWLQJ�LQ�SUHVHQFH�RI�JRYHUQPHQW�R൶FLDOV�IURP�
Bangladesh:

“As we saw from the Alliance and the Accord, it 

takes years to develop a fully functional safety 

organization. It is not surprising that the RCC 

is not quite ready to take on the work. Both the 

Accord and Alliance have transition plans that 

include sharing knowledge with the RCC and it 

is critical that during the transition period there 

are no arbitrary deadlines.”47

Similarly, Jenny Holdcroft, Assistant General Secretary 

of IndustriALL Global Union, stated in November 2018:

“Despite immense progress, the work of the 

Accord is not complete. The RCC is not ready 

to take on the rigorous safety monitoring system 

currently implemented by the Accord.”48

Twenty brands wrote in a December 2018 letter:

“Having closely monitored the ongoing 

transition process from the ACCORD to 

the RCC, including the recent succession 

of hearings and restraining orders issued by 

the Bangladesh High Court, as well as the 

publication of several reports investigating 

the state of readiness of the newly founded 

RCC to take over ACCORD missions, we are 

concerned that all conditions that would allow 

IRU�D�VPRRWK��VDIH�DQG�H൶FLHQW�VKLIW�IURP�RQH�
system to the other, are not currently met. 

:H� EHOLHYH� WKDW� IXUWKHU� H൵RUWV� DUH� QHFHVVDU\�
in order to absorb the work of the ACCORD 

into the RCC and that it is in the best interest 

of all parties that the RCC be provided with 

further opportunity and time to successfully 

develop.”49
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Inspectors often do no more 
than review paper registrations 

and neglect proper physical 
inspection and testing of boilers.



Concluding remarks
         

The observations above show that the government’s 

inspection agencies, DIFE and RCC:

a) are unable to address life-threatening safety 

hazards in the factories already under their 

purview;

b) are failing to inspect a large number of factories 

for which they are currently responsible; 

c) do not meet the criteria established by the 

government itself for readiness of an “industrial 

safety unit”;

d)  are not taking on the worker training or worker 

complaints programmes as presently carried 

out by the Accord; and

e) do not cover boiler safety. 

Given this lack of transparency, capacity, and 

willingness to enforce inspection and remediation, at 

this time any handover of Accord-covered factories 

to these bodies would put workers’ lives in danger. 

There should be no further transfer of responsibilities 

until both the government and the Accord have fully 

remediated all factories under their purview.

5HFHQW� ¿UHV� LQ� 'KDND� KDYH� VKRZQ� WKDW� LQ� RUGHU� WR�
protect workers, national agencies need to focus on 

the outstanding hazards in factories not covered by the 

Accord.50 Rather than putting energy into attempts to 

gain control over the 1,688 Accord-covered factories, 

DIFE should focus on the nearly 30,000 industrial 

facilities that need its attention much more urgently.  

The Accord’s planned work through 2021 could free 

up direly needed government capacity to improve the 

safety situation in chemical factories, non-Accord-

covered garment factories, and other sectors.

In a country rife with unsafe buildings, the Accord 

has shown what can be achieved through meticulous 

inspections, a commitment to remediation, and worker 

involvement. It’s critical that the government of 

Bangladesh works with Accord signatories to create 

D� WUDQVLWLRQ� SODQ� WKDW� SXWV� ZRUNHU� VDIHW\� ¿UVW�� ZLWK�
handover of factories being conditional on readiness. 

This would provide real solutions by incorporating the 

vital elements of the Accord’s model towards improving 

workplace safety: not just its inspections, but also the 

complaint mechanism and worker trainings. In this 

way, the government would take responsibility for 

Bangladesh’s workers and work towards sustainable 

safety for all. As many lives have been senselessly 

lost to factory disasters in the past decade, it is 

unconscionable for the government to rush the transfer 

of responsibilities of the one safety programme that 

has brought substantial progress.
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Rather than putting energy into 
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30,000 industrial facilities that 
need its attention much more 

urgently.
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34  http://rcc.dife.gov.bd/images/summary-reports/LUMEN_TEXTILE_MILLS_LTD..pdf; For Accord 

35 http://www.bangladeshworkersafety.org/factory/factory-list

36  http://rcc.dife.gov.bd/index.php/en/safety-assessments/alliance-assessed; KWWS���OLPD�GLIH�JRY�EG�SXEOLF�UHSRUW�IDFWRU\�SUR¿OH. The 

LIMA/DIFE website has a category “Open and working with Alliance” but no factories are listed in the category.

37  https://fashionunited.uk/news/business/bangladesh-accord-hands-over-100-factories/2019010240761. 

38  KWWS���OLPD�GLIH�JRY�EG�SXEOLF�UHSRUW�IDFWRU\�SUR¿OH; see screenshots in Annex 2. 

39  KWWS���OLPD�GLIH�JRY�EG�SXEOLF�UHSRUW�FRPSODLQW�UHVROYLQJ�H൶FLHQF\; see screenshots in Annex 2 (checked on 20 March 2019). 

40  https://bangladeshaccord.org/updates/2019/01/24/update-safety-and-health-complaints 

41  KWWS���OLPD�GLIH�JRY�EG�SXEOLF�UHSRUW�FRPSODLQW�UHVROYLQJ�H൶FLHQF\; see screenshots in Annex 2 (checked on 20 March 2019); 

FRQIXVLQJO\�DOVR�WKH�WHVW�YHUVLRQ�RI�WKH�/,0$�',)(�GDWDEDVH�LV�VWLOO�RQOLQH�DQG�DFFHVVLEOH��FRQWDLQLQJ�GL൵HUHQW�GDWD�IRU�WKH�VDPH�WLPH�
period: KWWS���VDQGER[�GLIH�JRY�EG�SXEOLF�UHSRUW�FRPSODLQW�UHVROYLQJ�H൶FLHQF\.  
42  https://admin.bangladeshaccord.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Accord_Quarterly_Aggregate_Report_January_2019.pdf; 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bangladesh-factories-safety/complaints-about-safety-in-bangladesh-factories-hit-a-high-in-2018-

idUSKCN1R02C7. 

43  https://bangladeshaccord.org/safety-complaints. 

44  https://cleanclothes.org/news/2017/07/04/bangladesh-factory-explosion-shows-need-to-expand-accord-inspections-to-boilers; 

https://admin.bangladeshaccord.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/181030-31-SC-Minutes-Geneva.pdf

45  https://admin.bangladeshaccord.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Accord_Quarterly_Aggregate_Report_October_2018.pdf; https://

bangladeshaccord.org/updates/2019/03/18/boiler-safety-pilot-program-results

46  Letter from Tuomo Poutiainen, Country Director of ILO Bangladesh, to Rob Wayss, Executive Director of the Bangladesh Accord 

Foundation, 4 December 2018.

47  https://webcast.ec.europa.eu/high-level-meeting-on-bangladesh-compact

48  KWWS���ZZZ�LQGXVWULDOO�XQLRQ�RUJ�EDQJODGHVK�PXVW�NHHS�DFFRUG�RQ�¿UH�DQG�EXLOGLQJ�VDIHW\
49  https://ics-asso.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/2018.12.21-ICS-Letter-to-Prime-Minister-Bangladesh-supporting-Accord-1.pdf. 

The letter was signed by Carole Hommey of the Initiative for Compliance and Sustainability, representing Auchan, Besson Chauss-

ures, Bizzbee, Brice, Camaïeu, Carrefour, Casino group, Damart, Galeries Lafayette group, Go Sport, Okaïdi, Jules, La Halle, Minelli, 

Monoprix, Naf-Naf, La Redoute, Promod, Tape à l’Oeil, and U Enseigne.

50  KWWSV���ZZZ�EXVLQHVV�KXPDQULJKWV�RUJ�HQ�GKDND�¿UH�VKRZV�WKDW�EDQJODGHVK�PXVW�EXLOG�EHWWHU�VDIHW\�V\VWHPV�UDWKHU�WKDQ�VFUDS�
the-accord  

51  http://rcc.dife.gov.bd/index.php/en/remediation/remediation-progress (last updated 24 January 2019).

52  http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2018/september/tradoc_157426.pdf, p. 29. 
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